SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
parents) should, in the course of normal development, be over-
come. We have already seen, however, that certain of the
secondary hatreds consequent upon incestuous love are in many
individuals incapable of being completely and satisfactorily
resolved in any of the normal ways, but become, instead,
displaced on to parent substitutes in the same way as the love
impulses which they accompany. The same fate of displacement
awaits, in most cases,* those more direct and primary hatreds
which are consequent upon the parent's interference with the
child's more general wishes and desires. In the course of the
individual's life, the authority over his expressions, activities
and general mode of living originally exercised by the parents,
passes in succession, wholly or partly, to a number of other
persons; to whom the feelings directed to the parents in virtue
of the exercise of this authority is then • transferred. Among
those to whom such transference most frequently and regularly
takes place are to be found—nurses, teachers, school prefects,
police officers, employers, professional or military superiors, or
persons occupying general positions of command, such as
magistrates, statesmen or kings.
There  can   be   little   doubt  that  much   of  the   general This displace
resistance to,   and intolerance of,   authority,   that may be ex- ^
hibited by certain individuals,   or at times by whole sections       against
of a community (or even by whole peoples) derives its motive a
power from a persistence in the Unconscious of parent hatreds        who
of this kind. A very considerable proportion of criminal actions    exercise
in the individual are also due to the same unconscious source,
the still existing  desire to resist the authority of the parents
finding outlet in a displaced form in infringements of the laws,
conventions, or regulations imposed by the authority of society
or of the State.   Particularly is  this  true of crimes against
persons who  embody or exercise   this  authority—emperors,
kings  and  other persons in high places,  and it would seem
probable indeed that many cases of regicide or of attempts on
the lives of official personages have been committed by those
suffering from  insufficiently controlled parent hatreds of un-
usual strength. Bearing in mind the dangers that beset a com-
munity in which  tendencies  to  anarchy,  lawlessness or un-
reasonable opposition to governmental authority are widespread,
it is obvious that the frequent occurrence of violent and per-
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